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"Bi-polar'' Dennis Stossel sends us Pictures of Antarctica 

In his new pos1t1on as advisor, Polar Affairs, long
time AES High Arctic Weather Station expert Dennis 
Stossel, based at Central Region (Winnipeg), makes 
many presentations on the Canadian Arctic, ranging 
from summaries of scientific projects to reports on 
how to overcome feelings of isolation among 
personnel working above the Arctic Circle. 

During 1988 Mr. Stossel has been on a 
month-long familiarization tour to Antarctica and 
has attended an Antarctic conference in Tasmania, 
Australia. The former, carried out nearly a year 
ago, included visits to research and/or meteor
ological stations run by up to a dozen countries, 
from Poland to Ch ile (including an advanced 
Spanish base doing ozone studies) . We publish 
these photographs taken either by or of Mr. Stossel 
during his odyssey. 

Dennis Stossel presents a work on the 
Canadian Inuit to the commander of 
Argentina 's Jubany Base, (Potter's 
Cove, King George Island), designated 
as a "site of special scientific interest" 
mainly because of its diverse fauna and 
vegetation. 

In order to reach the various Antarctic stations, some run by the Argentine government 
or National Arctic Institute (DNA), others run by signatory countries of the Antarctic 
Treaty, Mr. Stossel travelled thousands of kilometers by plane and ship. Taken from 
the deck of the Argentine icebreaker/ supply vessel Bahia Paraiso, he took photographs 
of "monster" ice floes, far larger and thicker than those found in the Arctic. 

The best known, and most spectacular form of Antarctic wildlife is of course the 
penguin. There are 21 species of this flightless bird whose black and white coloring 
make them look as if they're wearing tuxedoes. 

One of the most awe-inspiring events of 
his Antarctic tour was his visit to Decep
cion Island on the west coast of the 
Antarctic Peninsula. It is the scene of an 
active volcano, (last eruption 1970). The 
picture taken of Dennis shows him 
standing on a beach strewn with vol
canic ash. During the volcano, Chilean, 
British and Norwegian bases were des
troyed and the Argentine base, though 
only partially destroyed, is now used 
strictly as a summer station. 

Stossel's Antarctic journey really began 
in Buenos Aires, where he gave most of 
his briefings on the Canadian Arctic. He 
also had the opportunity of touring the 
Argentine Weather Service, run (with 
civilian support) by the Air Force section 
of the Ministry of Defence. He is seen 
here with the Meteorologists' shift 
supervisor. 
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D~sp~te the~r inability to fly, penguins use their wings as flippers. One of the birds in 
this picture !s seen flapping its wings as if about ready to take off! All the penguins are 
of the Adehe species, the most common kind. 

BOOK RBfl/Blf 
The Hole in the Sky by John Gribbin. 
Bantam New Age Books, May 1988; 
192 pages; $5.50. 
Reviewed by lewis Poulin 

John Gribbin 's book, The Hole in the Sky, is a 
welcome source of factual and timely informa
tion for the general public on recently observed 
ozone layer depletions. This small paperback 
summarizes hundreds of pages of scientific 
literature and countless hours of discussion and 
debate into_ 192 pages (or eight short chapters) 
of 1nformat1ve and educational material on our 
changing ozone layer and atmosphere. 

Whatever your level of interest or 
~cie_ntific literacy on the ozone issue, th is book 
1s highly recommended. While scientific termi
nology cannot be avoided, readers with 
non-scientific background need not leave it on 
the shelf. Gribbin might occasionally use too 
many numbers in his descriptions, but this only 
taxes your memory, not your mind. 
. . This book is a result of Gribbin being an 
invited observer at a week-long scientific 
conference in Dahlem, West Germany, in 
November 1987. This opportunity allowed him 
to . list_en to several of the top atmosphere 
sc1ent1sts as they presented data collected from 
Antarctica a few weeks earlier, which showed 
the most severe ozone layer depletion ever 
observed. 

I appreciated the first five chapters of the 
book for their role in the presentation of the 
ozone problem, but chapter six on the Antarctic 
ozone hole is probably the one most readers will 
be eager to read. $10-20 million were spent 
over the last two years on two international 
scientific expeditions to Antarctica to try and 
understand why ozone concentrations deplete 
over the southern pole during springtime. Of the 
three main theories _proposed: solar activity, 
che~1cal and dynamic, the latest results point 
the finger at man-made chlorine and bromine 
chemicals in the upper atmosphere as the main 
culprits. These chemicals are called chloro
fluorocarbons (CFCs) and halons. CFCs are used 

as coolants in refrigeration units, as propellants 
in some aerosol cans, as blowing agents to 
make rig id foams and as solvents for 
electronics ci_rcuitry; while halons are mainly 
used 1n certain types of fi re extinguishers. 
. The scientific community is also very 
interested in investigating possible ozone 
depletions in the northern polar regions. A joint 
American-Russian expedition is expected for 
the 1988-1989 winter to monitor the Arctic 
ozone layer. Curiously, Gribbin does not 
mention Canadian activities at all. Canadian 
scient_ists have been monitoring stratospheric 
chemistry since 197 4 as part of Environment 
Canada's STRA TOSPROBE project. High alti
tude research balloons are launched regularly 
to gather data on the ozone layer over Canada. 
In . fact ,_ in March 1988, the most northerly 
sc1ent1f1c research balloon !tight took place from 
Alert (82 degrees 30 N, 62 degrees 20 W) to 
collect data on north polar ozone layer 
chemistry. More activities are planned for th is 
winter. 

Gribbin's well-rounded book lists most of 
the presently known ozone layer modifying 
theories. many of the chemicals harmful to the 
ozone layer and even devotes a chapter to the 
Greenhouse Effect, i.e. where greenhouse 
gases like carbon dioxide, methane, water 
vapour and yes, ozone and CFCs, absorb and 
reflect some of the earth's heat trying to escape 
into space. Our modern lifestyles are increasing 
the concentration of these gases into the 
atmosphere, which in turn is causing our 
atmosphere to get warmer. Climate modifica
tions caused by this induced warming are 
expected to be even more serious than ozone 
layer depletions. 

Politicians are already meeting internation
ally to discuss how to deal with the social 
impacts of ozone layer depletions and a 
changing atmosphere. In September 1987 a 
Un ited Nations Environment Program confer
ence saw 27 countries sign the Montreal 
Protocol to protect the earth's ozone layer by 

Note: Dennis Strassel, along with Dr Peter 
Su~dfel?, dean of the faculty of Graduate Studies. 
University of British Columbia, were invited to 
make a "Transpolar Research Opportunities 
Survey" trip by Dr. Jorge P. Bernaldez of Buenos 
Aires, director General Coordination for Antarctic 
Research Programs and Operations. 

PROBABILITY OF PRECIPITATION 

Probability forecasts are subjective estimates of 
the chances of encountering measurable prec1p1-
tat1on at some time during the forecast period. 
Measurable means at least 0.2 mm of rain or 
the water equivalent of snow. For example, a 
40% probability of rain today means there are 4 
chances in 10 that it will rain. 

adopting a global strategy to ban the use of 
CFCs. Gribbin and environmentalists are not yet 
satisfied. Had the conference been held after 
the latest Antarctica results, they claim, the 
meeting's objectives to phase out CFCs would 
have been taken more seriously. We must keep 
in mind though that many levels of government 
and industry are involved in these talks and 
rejoice that there is any agreement at all. The 
Montreal Protocol also has a key clause: the 
treaty will undergo a review every four years to 
keep the objectives current with the scientific 
evidence. Gribbin 's book will be a valuable tool 
to educate politicians and public prior to future 
negotiations. 

Gribbin encourages consumers to voice 
their desire to protect the ozone layer by finding 
out where CFCs are used and by refusing to buy 
products which contain ozone destroying 
chemicals. Friends of the Earth in England have 
produced a list of products which do not contain 
such chemicals. I have found no such list in 
Canada, but it could be a very interesting 
science fair project. 

Gribbin 's section on further reading is 
valuable and his index makes the book 
indispensable as a mini-dictionary on ozone 
related terminology. I would recommend this 
book for advanced high school science classes 
and up. Even social sciences students could 
benefit by discussing the social and environ
mental impacts of CFC and energy pricing. 

_ _B'.owsers might find leafing through 
Gribbins diagrams frustrating since not all of 
them are properly labelled or quote their 
sources. I would have preferred SI units as well. 
Maybe in future an executive summary at the 
start of each chapter using non-scientific terms 
would be appreciated by readers with less 
scientific training. 

However, as we head into battle again to 
save our ozone layer, rarely have so few pages 
done so much for so many. 

Mr. Poulin is a research assistant 
with the Department of Experimental Studies, 
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